Prevents RUST and is
D.O.T. NON REGULATED!!!
RIGHT OFF does not contain
MURIATIC ACID … salts or chlorides
And it’s biodegradable.
RIGHT OFF is a liquid compound specifically
formulated for the specialized heavy duty cleaning
requirements of the Concrete Ready Mix Industry
RIGHT OFF’S highly concentrated formulation is
compounded to maintain sufficient acidity to remove
concrete at affordable dilutions. It may be used to
remove concrete from mixers, hopper areas, inside
the back rings, rear support structures, chutes, etc.
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As a detergent and degreaser RIGHT OFF may be
used to remove chain sling, hydraulic fluid, diesel oil,
U-joint oil sling, roller bearing grease, etc. And road
film associated with on-road equipment.
RIGHT OFF is safe to use. Its phosphoric action
removes old rust and oxides, and conditions the
metal so that no new rust is produced in the cleaning
process.
RIGHT OFF’S active ingredients remove mineral
deposits, while being mild enough for hand brushing
with little or no skin irritation.

TYPICAL ANALYSIS
PHOSPHORIC P2O5 .............100%
MURIATIC ACID ..................NEGATIVE
HYDROCHLORIC ACID .......NEGATIVE
SULFURIC ACID .................NEGATIVE
HYDROFLUORIC ACID ........NEGATIVE
RINSE ADDITIVES ...............POSITIVE
NON-IONIC DETERGENTS ...POSITIVE
SURFACTANTS ....................POSITIVE
POLAR SOLVENTS ...............POSITIVE
EMULSIFIERS ......................POSITIVE
SPECIFIC GRAVITY .............1.254
WEIGHT ..............................10.4 lb/gal

ODOR .................................MILD, SWEET
COLOR ...............................GREEN LIQUID
VISCOSITY .........................66 CPS
FLASH POINT .....................NONE
FREEZING ..........................(-) 76o F
VAPOR DENSITY..................4 (AIR = 1)
STABILITY (SHELF LIFE) .....18 month (@120o F)
FREEZES & THAWS
FREEZE/THAW CYCLE ........
WITH NO DEGREDATION
RINSES FREELY
RINSEABILITY......................
IN COLD WATER
HARD WATER COMPATABILITY..EXCELLENT
BIODEGRADABLE .............100%
SOLUBILITY ......................100% (COLD WATER)

SANDSTORM DOES NOT CONTRIBUTE TO GROUND OR WATER CONTAMINATION

DIRECTIONS
We strongly suggest that the user experiment with RIGHT
OFF before establishing a cleaning procedure. Normally, we
would recommend a solution of 4-parts water to 1 part
RIGHT OFF if trucks are cleaned on a daily basis. This
dilution may be modified dependent upon the amount of
build-up and the frequency of cleaning.

RIGHT OFF is formulated to be successfully utilized with
automatic spray systems, air induction foamers, manual
spray systems or traditional bucket and brush method.
RIGHT OFF is always most effective when brushed, thereby
removing already neutralized cement and at the same time,
exposing un-neutralized cement to the cleaner.
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